Bringing networks together to improve advertising performance
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We believe that small networks working together can create a more competitive solution against bigger networks, not only regarding ad performance but also fraud detection. Moreover, we have designed algorithms to uniformly distribute visits over several networks, and we have used the average deviation as a parameter to compare results.

The main objectives of any advertising platform are to show users the most relevant ads and reduce the number of faults in fraudulent clicks to zero. The largest ad platforms are at an advantage in respect to the smaller networks given that they have more secure fraud detection systems.

This allows them to get more advertisers and publishers, in turn creating higher revenues creating a vicious circle making the small networks even smaller and themselves even bigger.

Some authors affirm that the exchange of ads represent the future of online advertising and the solution for small ad platforms however for such exchanges to be successful firstly the issue of click fraud and the legal questions regarding user privacy need resolving; and an exchange model, that generates benefits for all parties involved, needs developing.

Advertising exchanges consist of platforms exchanging visits not meeting the requirements of any of their advertisers, or they are simply looking for an advertiser willing to pay more. In this model, advertisers pay for space only if certain requirements are met, and editors leaves a space on their page to be filled by the most profitable ad.
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